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FAQs:
(1)  How does “Recommended Reading” help meet our goals?

(2)  What is “Recommended Reading”?

(3)  What is the audience reach?

(4)  What does a “Recommended Reading” look like?

(5)  How does it work?

(6)  Targeting options.

(7)  Case Studies.
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What are your goals?

Increase brand awareness and sales revenue 

Drive traffic and conversions

Generate new HCP leads



MCH recommends links to content on sites frequented by doctors and 
healthcare professionals.
7 out of top 10 scholarly publishers
4,500+ sites; 100M uniques; 3M HCPs/month; 1B+ recommended articles/
month

What is “Recommended Reading”?
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60% 
Desktop

40% 
Mobile

100M+ 
Monthly Uniques Globally

Audience Reach

85% 

US academic reached

5M+ 
Monthly Clicks

90% 

US MDs reached



TrendMD provides article recommendations within journals, 
so that readers don’t waste their time on irrelevant articles

Relevant article links 
powered by TrendMD

Article abstract 

More Examples:  PNAS, Journal of Clinical Oncology, American 
Journal of Psychiatry

We recommend 
your content here

http://www.pnas.org/content/113/15/E2104.abstract?sid=a299fc68-1a81-4f52-8516-2d2ee14cb63e
http://ascopubs.org/doi/full/10.1200/JCO.2013.51.1188
http://ajp.psychiatryonline.org/doi/full/10.1176/appi.ajp.2016.14050637
http://ajp.psychiatryonline.org/doi/full/10.1176/appi.ajp.2016.14050637
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What a recommended journal link looks like

Screenshot of Entyvio campaign ad placement on BMJ Gut 

http://entyvio.net/
http://gut.bmj.com/
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What an ad placement looks like



Content drives action

Recommended links to 
your content.

Drive quality traffic and leads to 
your content page with embedded 
video, images and text.



Drive targeted viewers to your new content page

Viewers on 4,500 journal 
sites find recommended 
content.

They click on the targeted content 
which leads back to the webpage 
hosting the new content.



Content-viewing behaviors drive target audiences to 
your content

Example from the reader perspective: 

1. MCH publishes a client’s new content about 
respiratory disease and would like to promote it. 
The client sets a weekly budget and the article is 
disseminated through the publishing network.


2. Example you are reading an article on respiratory 
disease in The BMJ. Since the BMJ has the widget 
installed, it tells you that you might also be 
interested in a similar article published by MCH.


3. You click the BMJ link and it drives the viewer to 
the MCH client’s website. Your click costs one 
credit, which is deducted from the client’s balance. 
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MCH generates recommendations via collaborative 
filtering, i.e. ‘People who read this also read this’
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Article recommendations are generated the same way 
Amazon product recommendations are generated



Targeting options
While our predictive engine excels at getting your content surfaced to those 
most likely to take interest in it, you can layer additional targeting on top of it to 
make sure you hit the right people. These are some of the targeting options 
available:
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How many additional 
readers were referred?

How many additional page 
views were generated?

Which articles are generating 
and receiving the most traffic?

Embedded widget helps you understand 
more about your audience

In which third-party 
journals is your content 
trending?

What journals are my readers 
coming from?

What institutions are my 
readers coming from?



Case studies and other material
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Jan 24 to Feb 26 2018

Unique widget impressions 
by country



Jan 24 to Feb 26 2018

Audience browsers and devices



Case study: Merck promotion of Nexplanon

Background
- In the sample data below, TrendMD was one of 

two sources of referral for a microsite sponsored 
by Merck. 

Goals
- Merck’s goal was to promote the use of 

Nexplanon to targeted physicians and drive 
conversions which were measured as email 
signups. 

- The brand had a small match list of 8,464 
physicians with NPI numbers. 

- TrendMD initially matched to 96% of the list.

Results
- 500 clicks were purchased with visitors only 

coming from the match list. 
- The conversion rate was the highest compared 

to all other channels (3.71%) 
- TrendMD alone succeeding in reaching over 5% 

of the original match list provided by Merck.



Case study: HCP signups
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Case study: Conversions for GenomeWeb 
TrendMD:  31% of conversions from  2% of all paid media clicks - Stronger conversion rate, 3.2% 
Outbrain: 62% of conversions;  98% of clicks -  0 .13% CVR 

TrendMD conversion rate = 25x Outbrain 
 
Opportunity: Use TrendMD to increase clicks and drive conversions 

*Conversion = email signup to GenomeWeb

https://www.genomeweb.com/

